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Shape Memory Alloy Actuated Release Mechanism For Cubesat Satellite
Adam LaPointe, Nick Loftis, Asheesh Lanba
Department of Engineering - University of Southern Maine
Abstract
The purpose of this project was to design and create a release mechanism for a cubesat satellite with the use of shape memory alloys. The goal of the project was to design and create a lightweight, reliable, and simple release
mechanism to deploy stowed solar arrays attached to the exterior of a Cubesat satellite. The design and creation of this mechanism is intended to further USM’s goal of creating and launching a Cubesat satellite into low orbit to expand
the university into space exploration. The Cubesat project was created by the California Polytechnic State University and Stanford University’s Space Systems Development Lab in hopes of creating a platform that made space exploration
more accessible to universities and their students. Other Cubesat groups have used various other release mechanism designs, some of which used shape memory alloys, with varying degrees of success. This project is USM’s first foray
into the Cubesat field, with other related projects taking place at the time of this project. The challenge of this project was designing a simple and reliable linear actuator using SMA’s that meet NASA’s Cubesat dimension standards. The
end product is a simple, effective, and reliable release mechanism capable of being reset for ground testing.

Background
The release mechanism utilizes Shape Memory Alloys
(SMAs) to actuate the mechanism. Shape memory alloys use
the shape memory effect to recover from deformation with the
use of heat. This is done by setting the alloys shape while in
it’s austenite phase, and holding this shape as the alloy is
cooled to it’s martensite phase. The alloy can then be
deformed while in it’s martensite phase, and will return to its
memory shape when heated to its transition temperature. This
shape change can be used as a form of actuation.

Method
To achieve the goals for this project, it was determined that a
spring-type sma actuator would be used. An SMA spring was chosen
because springs are strong, and can achieve the same actuation
displacement as other SMA actuators in a smaller amount of area.
Two separate designs were prototyped and tested using spring-style
actuation to test the effectiveness of the method. The double shear
style pin mechanism had been used in other designs and was
chosen as a starting point. A quick release style mechanism that
utilized a threaded rod and a half nut to hold the two release plates
together until release was then designed, built, and tested after
verifying that the first design worked properly.

Left - Fig.1: The graph to
the left shows the
transitions between
austenite and martensite
phases for a shape memory
alloy.

Retain and Release Mechanism
The SMA actuators drive a retain and release mechanism
that is responsible for releasing the stowed solar arrays on
the exterior of a Cubesat. Once the actuator is activated, four
compressed springs push the release plate of the
mechanism upwards, unlatching the solar arrays for
deployment. Each actuator design was implemented into a
retain and release mechanism design that meets NASA’s
Cubesat dimensional requirements of 10cm x 10cm x 10cm.

Left - Fig. 5: Design 2
prototype, which was 3D
printed using PLA filament.

Left - Fig. 3: Design 1
Double shear, pin design,
actuated by SMA spring.
Right - Fig. 6: Design 2
prototype retained and
released configurations.

Left - Fig.2: Deployed
configuration of 3U Cubesat
showing main and
accessory solar arrays in
operational positions.

Purpose
The purpose of this project was to create a simplified release
mechanism for a Cubesat satellite that utilized shape
memory alloy technology. The goal was to shorten the length
of pull needed to actuate the Cubesat release mechanism,
and to simplify the actuator and mechanism in the hopes of
making it more reliable and easier to produce. The
mechanism also needs to be ressetable, in order to allow for
preflight testing.
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Right - Fig. 4: Design 2
Threaded rod with sliding
half nut, actuated by SMA
spring.

Design 1 required a stroke length of 7.1 mm to pull the release pin,
releasing the mechanism. Design 2 only required 1.5 mm of stroke
length to release. Nitinol springs, measuring 7 mm compressed and
14.5 mm stretched were used in both prototype designs. The nitinol
springs used are 1.5mm in diameter and have a transition
temperature of 45°C. Preliminary testing for the actuation of each
design was performed by applying heat to the springs via a heat gun.
Final testing was performed through the process of joule heating, as it
is the standard method for SMA linear actuation in Cubesats.

Results & Further Testing
Both designs performed successfully during actuation
testing. Each spring was capable of reaching the necessary
displacement required in their respective design in order to
free the release plate. From here, a design must be chosen
to be implemented into a Cubesat frame in order to verify
whether the retain and release mechanism is capable of
successfully releasing the stowed solar arrays. After
prototyping and testing both designs, it was determined
that design 2 would be selected for further testing. The next
step in the design process would be to finalize a design for
the spring actuator, mill each piece out of 6061 aluminium,
then assemble and test inside a potential Cubesat satellite
frame.
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